Synthesis, radiosynthesis and biological evaluation of 1,4-dihydroquinoline derivatives as new carriers for specific brain delivery.
In spite of numerous reports dealing with the use of 1,4-dihydropyridines as carriers to deliver biological active compounds to the brain, this chemical delivery system (CDS) suffers from poor stability of the 1,4-dihydropyridine derivatives towards oxidation and hydration reactions seriously limiting further investigations in vivo. In an attempt to overcome these limitations, we report herein the first biological evaluation of more stable annellated NADH models in the quinoline series as relevant neuroactive drug-carrier candidates. The radiolabeled 1,4-dihydroquinoline [(11)C] was prepared to be subsequently peripherally injected in rats. The injected animals were sacrificed and brains were collected. The radioactivity measured in rat brain indicated a rapid penetration of the carrier [(11)C] into the CNS. HPLC analysis of brain homogenates showed that oxidation of [(11)C] into the corresponding quinolinium salt [(11)C] was completed in less than 5 min. An in vivo evaluation in mice is also reported to illustrate the potential of such 1,4-dihydroquinoline derivatives to transport a neuroactive drug in the CNS. For this purpose, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), well known to poorly cross the brain blood barrier (BBB) was connected to this 1,4-dihydroquinoline-type carrier. After i.p. injection of 1,4-dihydroquinoline-GABA derivative in mice, a significant alteration of locomotor activity (LMA) was observed presumably resulting from an enhancement of central GABAergic activity. These encouraging results give strong evidence for the capacity of carrier-GABA derivative to cross the BBB and exert a pharmacological effect on the CNS. This study paves the way for further progress in designing new redox chemical delivery systems.